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Well, what can we say? 2020 has been a difficult year for everyone... but 
we got through it. And if you’re reading this, chances are you did too. Give 
yourself a pat on the back!

We’ve been busy over the past 12 months in the only way creatives know 
how - by designing new products. We’ve continued to produce bestsellers, 
and we’re looking to build upon the success of our environmentally-friendly 
plant-based line - Plant Name Badges and Plant Life Support.

And it wouldn’t be an accurate summary of 2020 if we didn’t talk about…. 
Tiger King! Our Exotic President Puzzle and Exotic Coloring Book celebrate 
the big characters and bigger egos of the big cat community. These 
products are guaranteed to keep you entertained during a lockdown.

We’ve also got new games on the horizon, designed to bring people 
together (socially distanced, of course) for some light-hearted fun. And, 
even though he lost the election, we’re not ditching our Trump products just 
yet. Something tells us he’s not going anywhere anytime soon. 

We’ve taken the opportunity during the 2020 lockdown to reflect on what’s 
important to us and our customers - fun. So the products contained in this 
catalogue are representative of just that.

Moving into 2021, we’re grateful for your continued support, and we remain 
optimistic about this coming year. After all, it can’t be worse than 2020!
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CONTENTSCONTENTSWHO ARE WE?
We’re a small gift and games company based in London. We respond 
to pop culture trends by making fun products that are far from usual. 
Everything you see here is proudly made by us.

first of all, we don't

     make chew ing gum...

All The Best
Visit our YouTube page to see all our 
product videos
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The purr-fect cat Insta requires 
the purr-fect cat selfie. And 
with Cat Selfie, there’s no 
better way to capture those.

CAT SELFIE™

At Bubblegum HQ, we’ve had a chat about our 
favourites from our range of gifts and games. 
We’re happy to present our personal top 10.

10 PRODUCTS
WE LOVE

Outscoring your grammar nazi 
mate makes this immensely 
satisfying. Correct and serve 
the English language!

GRAMMAR POLICE™

Like all proud plant parents, 
we love anything that keeps 
our little pot plant family alive 
when we’re away on vacation.

PLANT LIFE SUPPORT™

Shading in these shady 
characters from the big cat 
community has been our 
favourite 2020 activity. 

EXOTIC COLORING BOOK™

Enjoy showing off your plant 
pun skills. Keanu Leaves, 
Nicolas Sage and Netflix & Dill 
will get you started.

PLANT NAME BADGES™

This party favourite contains 
the sassiest showboats. 
Everyone needs some drag 
realness in their life.

TOP DRAGS™

He may no longer be president 
but he still tweets some 
questionable content... So this 
game will always be relevant.

TRUMP NEWS GAME™

This one’s great for vegans 
who show off their knowledge. 
And great for non-vegans 
when the vegans get it wrong.

VEGAN NOT VEGAN™

What’s not to love? Pictionary 
meets emojis (at last!). A great 
one to play with the family at 
every get together.

NAME THE EMOTICON™

Get ready to be rude, crude 
and brutally offensive. And you 
can blame it on the game! Not 
for the faint-hearted.

JOMO™
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PRODUCT NAME ™MILLENNIAL AF ™

Who’s the most millennial in your group? 
Assign each ‘Who’s most likely to…’ card to 
the player it suits best, and by the end the 
one with the most cards will be revealed as 
the biggest bottomless brunching, quinoa 
munching, Insta-influencing millennial of 
them all. 

Item: 20113
Case pack: 6 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 16.9 x 11.6 x 3.8 cm

PARTY
  GAMES
PARTY
 GAMES

RRP £10-18

TOP
SELLER

HOW TO PLAY

76 70706

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQCcO8SgPcQ&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK4OD9NG9UY


The time for #FOMO is over. Welcome to the age 
of #JOMO. Fed up of attending boring events? 
Would you rather stay in and TikTok®, update 
your Instagram® stories or watch Netflix®? Well 
this is the party game for you. Simply find the 
funniest excuses to get out of life’s most mundane 
moments. It’s really that simple.

Item: 20114
Case pack: 6 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 18.4 x 11.7 x 4.7 cm

ALL THE BEER, NO IDEA ™

Can you recognize some of the most iconic beer logos in the world? All The Beer, No Idea will 
separate the ale-ficionados from the stout-right idiots. It’s the game where the winners will realize 
they either have a photographic memory or a drinking problem.

JOMO ™

CONTAINS X-RATED CARDS

HOW TO PLAY

TOP
SELLER

Item: 20115
Case pack: 6 units
CDU Available
Dimensions:  12 x 6.6 x 6.6 cm

AGES

18+

MINS

30+

PLAYERS

2+

CARDS

80

HOW TO PLAY

0908

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSxgGQ3IQ-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HghCQHvXe2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jc95hM2afZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-45bgTvsQ8&t=8s


The future is female. The classic spoons 
game is given a feminist makeover in this 
super speedy, super fun game. Female icons 
are divided into categories including activism, 
music, politics and more. Your task is to collect 
a whole category as fast as you can and snatch 
a historical pioneer from the middle. You’ve 
gotta be in it to win it. #WhoRunTheWorld

Item: 20126
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

Item: 20127
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

GIRL POWER ™ GOAT ™

“Who’s the GOAT?” Meaning: “Who’s the 
Greatest Of All Time?” is the ultimate sporting 
debate. And the inspiration for GOAT: the 
speedy spoons card game.

We’ve gathered sporting legends and arranged 
them into their sporting categories: basketball, 
football, tennis, soccer and many more. We’re 
talking titans of their chosen field here. Can you 
bring home the win? #GOAT

NEW

HOW TO PLAY

HOW TO PLAY

1110

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVCWiZ6ag9U&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFGuUdPEkuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFGuUdPEkuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFxhwTCaoUQ


THROWING SHADE ™

Throwing Shade [Definition] 
To diss/ throw attitude at someone without actually saying their name but making it so 
obvious who you’re talking about.
Shelly : some people are messy when they are drunk
Everyone: **looks at Bridget**

Throwing Shade is the party game that enables 
you to call out your friends on their annoying 
habits. Pick up a card and read the “Who’s most 
likely to...” scenario, then decide which mate 
is most likely to leave dirty dishes in the sink, 
speak in meaningless buzzwords or kiss your ex. 

This group game offers a fun way of throwing 
‘shade’ at your friends. And it’s guaranteed to 
add a bit of spice to your next dinner party. 

Item: 21101
Case pack: 6 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 16.9 x 11.6 x 3.8 cm

QUICK-FIRE
  GAMES
QUICK-FIRE
 GAMES

RRP £10

NEW

AGES

15+

MINS

30+

PLAYERS

4+

CARDS

120

1212 1312



Item: 18114
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 18116
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

KANYE NEWS GAME ™TRUMP NEWS GAME ™

It sounds like a simple quiz game. Listen 
to the quote and decide if it’s real or fake. 
But hold up, this is The Donald we’re talking 
about. And that’s what makes the Trump 
News Game harder than rigging an election.

For this ludicrous true or false game, we’ve 
collected quotes from Donald Trump’s 
Twitter, his press conferences and his locker 
room conversations. Seriously, you won’t 
believe what we found...

For this biblical true or false quiz game, 
we’ve collected quotes from Kanye’s 
Twitter, interviews and lyrics. As a proud 
non-reader of books, he prefers the spoken 
word. Which made it difficult to decide what 
quotes to keep and what quotes to leave out.

Be warned: if you cheat or win by any 
means other than merit, Yeezy might show 
up and say that Beyoncé deserved it more, 
traumatizing you for the rest of your life.

TOP
SELLER

1515151514

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFp1Tr3LuUY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr0kRAXIM4U


Top Drags is the top trumps card 
game for fans of RuPaul’s Drag 
Race. We’ve rated these glamazons 
out of 10 for charisma, uniqueness, 
nerve and talent. From Kim Chi, 
to Bianca Del Rio, to the infamous 
Miss Vanjie, this drag race game 
has the sassiest lineup in herstory.

Top Drags is a sassy take on the 
classic card game where only the 
sassiest showboats win. So, good 
luck. And don’t f*** it up.

CARD DASHING ™ TOP DRAGS ™

Can you keep up with the game? This super speedy 
game requires 2 important skills. Firstly, that you have 

the reactions of a kat (see what we did there?!). And, 
second, that you can instantly recognise each and 

every Kard-Jenner face. 

Following the rules of the well-known games 
of Dobble and slapjack, you’ve gotta be the 

quickest to match the famous faces of 
America’s favourite family to win.

HOW TO PLAY

TOP
SELLER

Item: 19109
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions:  
12.5 x 11 x 2 cm

Item: 19116
Case pack:12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

1127171716

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL-xUKccz7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWdSAvECWls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQt1UWbjEm4


PRODUCT NAME ™ PRODUCT NAME ™WEIRD CRUSHES ® HOLLYWOOD HUNKS P DID HE? ™

Item: 19129
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 19111
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

Weird Crushes - Hollywood Hunks is 
a celebration of those weird celebrity 
crushes we’ve all got hidden away. 
Those guilty pleasures that are 
usually shut down with a disgusted, 
“Wait, what? Really?!” 
This game provides a safe space 
to come clean about that crush 
you’ve been hiding since seeing Jeff 
Goldblum in Jurassic Park....

Decide what acts Diddy did and what 
acts Diddy didn’t do in P Did He? - the 
true or false hip hop trivia game. This 
rap battle starring P Diddy isn’t simply 
a yes or no game. Because every story 
that doesn’t involve the hip hop mogul 
involves another rapper. And if you can 
identify which one it is from the story, 
you’ll get 3 points instead of 1. Baller!

1918 191918

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgaRNSeesuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYjOewsvHf8


Item: 20118
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Guess the unlikely past jobs of your favourite 
A-list celebrities with the Celebrity Résumé card 
game. Choose from one of four options on the 
front of the cards, then flip to reveal the true 
past jobs, along with the reasons why they were 
employed in such ‘normal’ roles. It’s a multiple 
choice celebrity quiz.

Item: 19106
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

CELEBRITY RÉSUMÉ ™CELEBRITY SCANDALS ™

Who says the hours spent scrolling 
through the Daily Mail Showbiz section 
is wasted time?!? Prove them wrong and 
put all that celebrity gossip to good use in 
Celebrity Scandals: the quotes quiz based 
on famous peoples’ perverse behaviour.
Who’s got tiger blood? Who didn’t have 
sexual relations with that woman? And to 
whom does Kim Kardashian owe life? It’s 
fair to say, these scandalous quotes have 
become equally as iconic.

2120

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvDHyruT6Fc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viYvpqxqQeQ


PRODUCT NAME ™ PRODUCT NAME ™

Item: 20119
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 21102
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

SLOPPY SYNOPSIS ™ GRAMMAR POLICE ™

Annoy the hell out of your opponents by 
correctly identifying all the grammatical 
and/or spelling mistakes in these signs, 
headlines and other forms of text. Be 
careful, though, as the English language is 
a cruel mistress. And you will experience 
epic levels of frustration if (probably when) 
you get it wrong. Because you lose points 
for every incorrect answer.

Simply guess the iconic movies 
behind these funny one sentence plot 
summaries. “Kid comes out of the closet”, 
wow that’s a whole new perspective on 
‘Narnia’... How about “Leonardo DiCaprio 
wanders around a frozen wasteland in 
search of an Oscar”...? Sloppy Synopsis 
will have you reevaluating the plots of all 
your favourite movies.

NEW

2322

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5_tWIm5A-U


Item: 19105
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 20116
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

STONER SAFARI ™VEGAN NOT VEGAN ™

CAN YOU SPOT THE 
VEGAN PRODUCTS?
This is a thoroughly woke true or false 
game for the modern era, a whole game 
dedicated to the popular plant-based 
diet. So, what are you waiting for? Get 
your fellow hemp-wearing hacky sackers 
together and settle in for an educational 
game of Vegan Not Vegan.

Know your way around a zoo-t? Then 
Stoner Safari is the card game for you. 
Think like a pothead to translate the stoner 
names for animals back into plain English. 
In the scrambled mind of a stoner, these 
names make sense. But for the rest of us, 
it’s some trippy animal trivia. This game is 
not as easy as it sounds.

Please note that no animals were harmed 
in the making of this product.

TOP
SELLER

2524

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAigpKqK0bA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GX9k8BR9bvI


PRODUCT NAME ™ PRODUCT NAME ™

The Name the Emoticon card game is the Pictionary-emoji mashup we’ve all been waiting for. 
Everyday words and phrases are represented by combinations of emojis and it’s your job to crack the 
code and reveal the answer.

But it doesn’t end there, folks...  We’ve now got 8 editions in the Name the Emoticon range. So, 
settle in for some good, clean family fun (excluding the X-Rated version, of course!) on your next 
game night, with the Name the Emoticon range.

Item: 16101
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 17103
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - Original ™

Name The Emoticon - Pop Culture ™

Item: 18109
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - TV ™

Item: 17104
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - Travel ™

Item: 18111
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - X Rated ™

NAME THE EMOTICON ™

TOP
SELLER

2726 2726

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOo7lVsPSts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cQGlUhWokg


POP CULTURE
  GIFTS
POP CULTURE
  GIFTS

Item: 18110
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - Movie ™

Item: 18108
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - Music ™

Item: 17105
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Name The Emoticon - Sport ™

2928 2928



DICE-FLIX ™ THE EXOTIC PRESIDENT PUZZLE ™

Item: 20128
Case pack: 6 units
Dimensions:  23.1 x 15.5 x 6.24 cm

Item: 20111
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions:  10 x 12 x 2.2 cm

Assemble this 500-piece jigsaw puzzle and 
watch the notorious King of Tigers transform 
into an exotic president. He’s a leader with 
a difference: an unapologetic celebrity with 
no political experience and a questionable 
hairstyle. Oh, wait...

The Exotic President Puzzle is an ideal 
present for any Tiger King fan. Complete 
it. Frame it. And hang it up as a claw-some 
homage to Joe Exotic. #JusticeForJoe

Movie night coming up? Don’t let it become a 
mindless scrollathon. Dice-Flix are the magic 8 
ball for the Netflix® and chill generation; these little 
puppies will settle any arguments.

• Fighting over the remote  
• Watching mindless Rom-Coms 
• Crying into your popcorn
• Enjoying movie night 

EXAMPLE: Rolled a 1, then 5 across, then 2 down

NEW
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Item: 20129
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions: 25 x 17.5 x 0.5 cm

THE EXOTIC COLORING BOOK ™ FAKE NEWS STAMP ™

Finally! A colouring book for all 
you cool cats and kittens! Pick up 
those old colouring pencils and 
relax with The Exotic Coloring 
Book. Enjoy shading in these 20 
iconic scenes from the beginning 
of lockdown. Relive the drama of 
the big cat community, filled with 
big characters and bigger egos: 
Joe, Doc, Jeff and of course that 
b**** Carole.

NEW Stamp down on fake news with 
your own self-inking stamp. Bad 
grade on your homework? FAKE 
NEWS. Boss given you a written 
warning for being late? FAKE 
NEWS! Received another parking 
ticket? Absolutely FAKE NEWS!!

Item: 18113
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions:
15.5 x 11 x 4 cm

The Fake News Sound Button will 
save your voice from having to 
call fake news when you hear it 
again and again. Donald Trump 
says he didn’t lie. FAKE NEWS! 
Your colleague calls in sick after 
the office party. FAKE NEWS! 
Your partner says, “It’s not you, it’s 
me.” Absolutely FAKE NEWS!

FAKE NEWS SOUND BUTTON ™ 

Item: 20109
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions:
9 x 13.5 x 4.5 cm

3332



PRODUCT NAME ™FLAMINGO SCISSORS ™

Item: 19132
Case pack: 12 units

Bae
Item: 19103
Case pack: 12 units

Yass Queen

Millennial Stamps add some sass to your statements. These are a woke way of stamping and 
reminding those basic Gen X-ers they ain’t running things no more.

MILLENNIAL STAMPS ™

Item: 19101
Case pack: 12 units

Slaying It
Item: 19102
Case pack: 12 units

Okurrr

CDU Available
Packaging dimensions: 
5.5 x 11 x 3 cm

Item: 16119
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Packaging dimensions: 22 x 10.5 x 1 cm

Art and craft supplies don’t get any more tropical than 
this pair of Flamingo Scissors. Made for right-handed 
cutters, these colourful paper cutters add a touch of 
club tropicana to your work or study experience. The 
flamingo’s neck is designed so that your thumb sits 
comfortably in the shape and you can create your 
own tropical cutouts and patterns at ease.

34 3534



PRODUCT NAME ™ PRODUCT NAME ™EGGPLANT SAUCE BOTTLE ™ EGGPLANT SQUISH BALL ™

EGGPLANT
Sauce Bottle

Fill with your

favourite homemade
sauce

Give your condiments a squirt with the squeezy 
Eggplant Sauce Bottle. Make a tight grip, shake it up 
and down, then squeeze. You’ll have mayonnaise 
(other sauces are available) oozing out in no time. 
We’re salivating at the thought. This saucy bottle 
gives the aubergine emoji a whole new meaning 
People tell us this bottle is a little bit cheeky. We take 
that as a condiment.

Item: 18105
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions: 15 x 22.5 x 8 cm

Don’t keep the stresses of the day bottled up. Take 
them out on the Eggplant Stress Ball. Squeeze, grab 
and twist this 7 inch stress toy. If you’re wondering 
how to relieve stress in a cheeky way, well then look 
no further...

Item: 18107
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions: 25 x 14.5 x 5.5 cm

3736 373736



PRODUCT NAME ™ PRODUCT NAME ™

Item: 18103
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions:  10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Restore your faith with a calming cup of tea or coffee. 
Simply add hot water to this mug and witness a modern 
day miracle; the appearance of the Virgin Mary. Her holy 
presence will guide you through those long working days 
until you can reach the heavenly gates of home.

Item: 14310
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions:  
10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

VIRGIN MARY MIRACLE MUG ™

MISS VANJIE SOUND BUTTON ™ BASIC BITCH MUG ™

Never back down from an argument 
with the Miss Vanjie Sound Button. 
Channel your inner drag queen and 
always get the last word - just like the 
lady herself! Ending an argument? 
Miss Vanjie. Leaving a room? Miss 
Vanjie. Roasting your pal? Miss 
Vaaaanjie.

Item: 18123
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions:
9 x 13.5 x 4.5 cm

OKURRR SOUND BUTTON ™

NEWSFLASH: ‘Okay’ has been given 
a makeover. Transform your basic 
bitch ‘okay’ into a divalicious “okurrr” 
with this sound button. It’s guaranteed 
to up the sass level in every 
conversation.

Item: 18122
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions: 
9 x 13.5 x 4.5 cm

The Basic Bitch Mug is a great gift for 
all you coffee lovers who also enjoy 
mugs of tea, hot chocolate... or wine. 
You know, that selfie-taking sister 
who can’t resist a #HotDogsOrLegs 
beach post.

39393938



PRODUCT NAME ™ VEGAN STAMP ™KARENS IN THE WILD COLORING BOOK ™

“Oh, you’re a vegan? You’ve never mentioned 
that before!”... said no one ever! Get your mate 
this self-inking Vegan Stamp so they can leave 
their green mark on paper instead of on every 
conversation.

Ah Karen... she’s everyone’s 
favourite meme based villain and 
has become an iconic figure of 
2020. Relax and colour in a range of 
this irritate woman’s  adventures.

Item: 18120
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions: 15.5 x 11 x 4 cm

Item: 21103
Case pack: 12 units
Dimensions: 25 x 17.5 x 0.5 cm

NEW

4140



PRODUCT NAME ™ THE GREAT BRITISH MOAN OFF ™

Ever been to the hairdressers and received 
an awful haircut, but still told your stylist 
you love it? Yeah, us too. And that’s basically 
the premise of Great British Moan Off. It’s 
the British etiquette-based “Who’s most 
likely to” card game that tests players on the 
absurdity of social behaviour in the UK.

Item: 19130
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8 x 2.2 cm

4342



Item: 19126
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 18117
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions: 8.5 x 17.5 x 2.2 cm

It sounds simple enough, right? Listen to the 
quote and decide if it’s real or fake. But hold 
up, this is Boris we’re talking about. And 
that’s what makes Boris News Game harder 
than getting down off a zipline.

We’ve collected quotes from Boris’s Twitter, 
his press conferences and his overheard 
conversations. Seriously, you won’t believe 
what we found. In fact, it was incredibly 
difficult to make up quotes that equalled the 
real ones in terms of ridiculousness.

Weird Crushes - British Hunks is a celebration 
of those weird celebrity crushes we’ve all got 
hidden away. Those guilty pleasures that are 
usually shut down with a disgusted, “Wait, 
what? Really?!” Suffice to say, you’ll never 
find a more geeky, awkward or dentally 
challenged version of top trumps.

It’s highly likely you’ll get sidetracked with 
many heated debates whilst playing. So, if 
you disagree with a score, just remember that 
beauty is in the eye of the beholder. And no 
guy is worth more than your friendship(s)…

WEIRD CRUSHES ® BRITISH HUNKSBORIS NEWS GAME ™
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uph5hUaMxag


G.C.S.E ™DYER DYER PANTS ON FIRE ™

Item: 19128
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Item: 19127
Case pack: 12 units
Prepacked in CDU
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8.3 x 2.2 cm

Simply answer the exam-style questions 
relating to 54 classic GC stories. It’s the 
TOWIE themed educational quiz game 
that’s filled to the brim with banter. Dust 
off your abacus, grab your pinot grigio, and 
settle in for a schooling from the Queen of 
Essex. Who said funny games couldn’t be 
educational?

Everyone loves to impersonate Danny Dyer. 
That’s what makes this quotes-based true 
or false guessing game a proper cockney 
knees up…

Pick up a card and read the quote aloud 
to the group (remembering to put on your 
finest cockney accent). Your mates then 
have to guess if the quote is genuine Danny 
Dyer or a massive porky pie.
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Add any hot beverage to this heat-changing mug and 
watch your favourite silver fox transform from TV legend 
to majestic heartthrob. Perfect for those long days in the 
office, this mug is everyone’s cup of tea and will take you 
off into your own world of technicolour dreams.

TECHNICOLOUR DREAMBOAT MUG ™ BREW PLANET - JUNGLE MUG ™

Item: 19114
Case pack: 6 units
Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Item: 18118
Case pack: 6 units
Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

The Brew Planet Jungle Mug isn’t just a 
quirky gift for coffee lovers. This heat-
changing mug represents the effects of 
climate change. Add your hot beverage 
of choice to the mug and witness the 
extinction of Koko the talking gorilla. This 
mug will guarantee your brew of choice to 
be sweet, lovable and comforting. Just like 
David Attenborough himself.
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PRODUCT NAME ™

Treat your plants to these Plant Names 
Badges and you’ll never again have to suffer 
the embarrassment of forgetting their names. 
Made of 100% recycled materials, these 
tags wipe clean. Meaning they can be used 
again and again. Plant Names Badges are an 
essential gift for any indoor plant parent and 
an unbe-leaf-ably great gift for a gardener.

PLANT NAME BADGES ™

FOR
  PARENTS
FOR
 PARENTS

this includes
 all you

     proud p
lant & pet p

arents

Item: 20120
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Packaging dimensions: 
18.5 x 12.5 x 2.5 cm
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HOUSEPLANT CARE TAGS ™ PLANT LIFE SUPPORT ™

Item: 20121
Case pack: 6 units
CDU Available
Packaging dimensions: 
13 x 35.5 x 3.5 cm

Take care of your urban jungle with Houseplant 
Care Tags, ideal for all #PlantParents, both new 
and experienced. Leaf through these 30 popular 
houseplants and see what makes them happy; 
tanning in direct sunlight, lounging in the shade 
or sipping on the occasional refreshment. 

5353

Item: 20135
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Packaging dimensions: 18.5 x 12.5 x 2.5 cm

NEW

NO.1
SELLING
PRODUCT

We all know the feeling: you come home from 
vacation to find your parlour palm limp and 
lifeless. Soil as dry as the Gobi Desert. It’s 
devastating. But it doesn’t have to be that way. 
Plant Life Support is a self-watering system 
that will sustain your indoor plants when 
you’re not around. Peace of mind: it’s the root 
of all happiness.
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Cat Selfie makes light work of taking a great 
#CatSelfie. The device clips to your phone, 
allowing hands-free snapping of you and your 
cat companion. Kitty will be purring and posing 
at the sight of the hanging bell, leaving you 
plenty of time to get that enviable money shot. 
The rest is Instagram® history.

Item: 18115
Case pack: 12 units
CDU Available
Dimensions:  10.2 x 12 x 1.5 cm

CAT SELFIE ™CAT KONG ™

Make your little feline friend feel like one of 
its big cat cousins with the Cat Kong cat 
toy. This scratching post is a scaled-down 
version of a skyscraper. It has a feather toy 
suspended from its summit that will swing 
around every time kitty bats it.

Item: 20112
Case pack: 6 units
Packaged dimensions: 60 x 30 x 5.4 cm
Assembled dimensions: 60 x 30 x 30 cm

TOP
SELLER
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UmiP727HM4


Your little star is going to be over the moon with 
this BPA free bottle. The Rocket Baby Bottle’s 
mission is to make feeding more fun for those 
taking their first small steps for man. It’s a great 
way to make sure they get their fuel on board.

Finally babies can join in with the toast at 
weddings and parties. Fill this BPA free bottle 
with your standard baby milk so they can enjoy 
the party in style. Celebrations are not just for 
grown ups, but please note that Champagne is.

Item: 14117
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions: 25.5 x 15 x 7 cm

SPACE ROCKET BABY BOTTLE ™ CHEERS BABY BOTTLE ™

Item: 15113
Case pack: 12 units
Packaging dimensions:
4.5 x 8 x 17 cm
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CDU DISPLAYS FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

PREPACKED IN CDU

CDU AVAILABLE

• Boris News Game 
• Celebrity Scandals
• Dyer Dyer Pants on Fire 
• Flamingo Scissors
• G.C.S.E
• Grammar Police
• The Great British Moan Off
• Kanye News Game
• Name The Emoticon 
• P Did He?
• Stoner Safari
• Trump News Game
• Vegan Not Vegan

• All The Beer, No Idea 
• Cat Selfie
• Celebrity Resumé
• Dice-Flix
• Girl Power
• GOAT
• Houseplant Care Tags
• JOMO
• Millennial AF
• Millennial Stamps
• Plant Life Support
• Plant Name Badges
• Top Drags

Product pages in this catalogue with the following 
symbol are either prepacked in a CDU or there is a 
CDU available upon request.

= CDU Display

HOW DO I PLACE AN ORDER?
Please e-mail your order to sales@bubblegumstuff.com or call 
us on +44 (0) 203 4111 636 to take your order over the phone.

HOW DO I SET UP AN ACCOUNT
Please visit the trade page on our website and enter your details 
in the form at the bottom of the page.

WHAT ARE THE SHIPPING CHARGES?
We offer carriage paid on UK orders over £300 +VAT. Orders 
under £300 +VAT are subject to a £9.95 +VAT delivery charge.

CAN I ORDER ONLINE?
We are currently working on the trade section of our website, for 
now orders can be placed by e-mail or phone.

HOW LONG DO ORDERS TAKE TO ARRIVE?
Once your order has been confirmed, our warehouse can take up 
to 72 hours to dispatch. UK orders are sent on next day delivery 
with DPD.

CAN I SELL PRODUCTS ON AMAZON?
Sadly you cannot sell our products on Amazon or any other 
online market places other than your own website.

WHAT IS YOUR MINIMUM ORDER?
The minimum order is £100.

If you’ve got any questions or queries, please get in touch with us.

sales@bubblegumstuff.com
+44 (0) 203 4111 636
bubblegumstuff.com
@bubblegumstuff

GET IN TOUCH
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PRODUCT NAME ™
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